PRODUCT SPECIFIC LICENSE TERMS
Actimize Options for the Sybase® PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit
(each a “Program”)

IN ADDITION TO THE LICENSE TERMS SET OUT IN THE SYBASE LICENSE AGREEMENT, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT RIGHTS AND ACCOMPANYING OBLIGATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE PROGRAM:

The Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options, Full-Use License Upgrade and individual Models (each a “Program”) are provided subject to the following restrictions:

1. Terms applicable to licenses for the Actimize Mid-Tier Option to the Sybase PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit

The Customer is permitted to use the Program in conjunction with the Sybase PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit on a maximum of two (2) CPUs on a single server for the sole purpose of performing anti-money laundering (AML) monitoring and detection relating to compliance with the US Patriot Act.

2. Terms applicable to licenses for the Actimize Upper-Tier Option to the Sybase PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit

The Customer is permitted to use the Program in conjunction with the Sybase PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit on a maximum of six (6) CPUs on a single server for the sole purpose of performing anti-money laundering (AML) monitoring and detection relating to compliance with the US Patriot Act.

3. Terms applicable to licenses for Full Use License Upgrades to the Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options to the Sybase PATRIOTcompliance Starter Kit

The Customer is permitted to use properly licensed copies of the Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options on a maximum of six (6) CPUs on a single server and may (i) use the AML Models included with the Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options for purposes other than compliance with the US Patriot Act and (ii) use individually licensed Models in conjunction with its use of the Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options.

4. Terms applicable to licenses for individual Actimize Models

The Customer is permitted to use individual Actimize Models in conjunction with its licensed use of the Actimize Mid-Tier and Upper-Tier Options.